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Queers Against the Nazis
National Action is an extreme right-wing organisation - racist, anti-Semitic and homophobic. It has opened
a bookshop in Fawkner as a base from which it hopes to recruit and spread its ideas. They are trying to link up with
Pauline Hanson"s One Nation Party to be its stormtroopers. The Campaign Against the Nazis (CAN), a broad
coalition of groups and individuals, is working to close the shop. Queer Action is proud to be part of the campaign.
The next demonstration against the bookshop is on Saturday 12 July. Queer Action will be there and we
want you to be with us.
National Action {founts its homophobia. In a recent leaflet circulated in Fawkner it accused CAN of being
full of homosexuals and Jewish lesbians and people from AIDS-ridden inner suburbs. They accused CAN of
supporting gay rights, of coming to Fawkner to recruit young people into homosexual groups, of selling drugs, of
supporting sex education in schools - all of these equally awful in their eyes.
Queer Action will be at the demos to make sure that these divide-and-conquer tactics, aimed at wrecking
CAN and isolating it from the people of Fawkner, do not go unchallenged.
There is no doubt they are scary bastards, but there is safety in numbers, which is why the demos need to be
as big as possible - and why we all need to be out there on 12 July. Not everyone can afford to be recognised - as
many queers know. So, do what gay and lesbian activists did in the seventies. Turn up in a mask, a balaclava or
with a paperbag over your head.
Queer Action is an organisation of people committed to queer visibility in a straight world and to diversity in
the queer community. Fighting Nazi and bigotted ideas is part of that commitment.

Queer Action Meeting
2nd Thursday each month: Next Meeting 14 August 7.30 pm
Ross House, 24 7 Flinders Lane City.
Contact: Riki 93872212, Graeme 94160987

